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1. INTRODUCTION 
As part of a program to pursue a module-theoretic approach to block 
theory, Alperin and Burry [AB] introduced a module-theoretic version of 
the Brauer correspondence. We begin, following Green (see [G] ), by 
viewing the blocks of a finite group G as the indecomposable G x G sum- 
mands of the group algebra kG. Given a block B’ of a subgroup H, we will 
say that B’ corresponds to B in the sense of Alperin-Burry if B is the 
unique block of G which, when viewed as an (H x H)-module, has a direct 
summand isomorphic to B’. If D is a defect group of B’ and H contains the 
centralizer of D, then B’ has multiplicity one as a summand of the group 
algebra kG and such a block B necessarily exists. We will call this situation 
admissible. In this paper, we study non-admissible instances of this corre- 
spondence using the multiplicity of B’ in kG as the main tool. In fact, these 
multiplicities turn out to be interesting in their own right. A study of non- 
admissible cases of the classical Brauer correspondence was carried out by 
Blau [ Bl] (see also [Br, 0, 02, W] ). 
In a series of three correspondences, Brauer’s Extended First Main 
Theorem associates to B’ a block of N = N,(D), an N-conjugacy class of 
blocks of L = C,(D)D, and a corresponding conjugacy class of blocks of 
L/D. In several results in Sections 4 and 5 we examine how block multi- 
plicities change at each of these stages. For example, if B’ is a block of L 
with defect group D and /?’ is the corresponding block of L/D then 
Theorem 4.2 implies that the multiplicity of /I’ in kK (where K= C,(D) D) 
is equal to that of /?’ in F[K/D]. As a corollary to this result we show 
that (p’)K is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry if and only if pK’D 
is so defined. The corresponding statement for the classical Brauer 
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correspondence is false. In order to prove this invariance of multiplicities, 
we establish in Section 3 a new module-theoretic description of the corre- 
spondence between blocks of L and blocks of L/D. If fi’ is a block of L with 
defect group D, then the corresponding block of L/D appears as the socle 
of the (L x L)-module fl’. 
In Sections 6 and 7, we give two interpretations of block multiplicities. 
First, we consider the case in which H is a normal subgroup of G. In this 
case, the p-part of a block multiplicity appears as the index of D in a defect 
group of the corresponding block. Second, when G = C,(D) D, B’ has a 
unique irreducible character 1 with D in its kernel, and we show that the 
multiplicity of B’ in G can be deduced from the decomposition of the 
induced character xc. Also in Section 7, we characterize when the Alperin 
Burry correspondence is defined for blocks of defect zero. Comparing this 
characterization with Blau’s similar characterization for the classical Brauer 
correspondence we show that the domains of these two correspondences 
are indeed different; in fact, neither domain contains the other. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND A USEFUL LEMMA 
Throughout the paper, p denotes a rational prime, k an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p, and G a finite group. All modules will be 
right modules. Since we will need to distinguish between internal and exter- 
nal direct sums the symbol @ will denote an external direct sum and i 
or 2 will denote an internal direct sum. If U and M are modules for kG, 
UI A4 means there is a kc-module V with MS U@ V. If il4~nUO V with 
Uj V we will write mult( U, M) = n. We will sometimes need to view a 
given k-vector space as a module for different group algebras. When the 
group intended is not clear, we will write M, for M considered as a 
module for kH. Thus, if N_a G and M is a kc-module on which N acts 
trivially, then MGIN is M considered as a module over k[G/N]. Also, if 
G = K/L and A4 is a kc-module then M, is M considered as a kK-module 
with trivial action of L. 
If H is a subgroup of G, we write 6(H) for the subgroup of G x G 
consisting of all elements of the form (h, h) with h in H. 
The group algebra kG is a module for k[G x G] with the action defined 
so that x(g, h) =g-‘xh for x, g and h in G. This k[G x G]-module can be 
written in a unique way as an internal direct sum of indecomposable 
k[ G x G]-modules, 
kG w=ziB,. 
The Bi are called the blocks of G. If A4 is a kc-module and if MB, = M, 
then MB, = 0 for i #j and we say M lies in the block Bi. 
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The blocks of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the central 
characters of kG, the k-algebra homomorphisms from Z(kG) onto k. If Bi 
is a block, then J+, the central character corresponding to B,, is the unique 
central character with Ai(Z(kG) n Bi) # 0. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let b be a block of H with central 
character 1. Define a linear map IG: Z(kG) + k by 
for any conjugacy class C of G. If ;lti is a central character of kG and I’ 
corresponds to the block B of G, we say bG is defined in the sense of Brauer 
and bG = B. We call the map sending b to bG the Brauer correspondence. 
We now introduce some new terminology. Let H be a subgroup of G and 
let b be a block of H. If there is a unique block B of G with b,,, H I B,, H, 
we say bG is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry and bc = B. We call this 
map sending b to bG the Alperin-Burry correspondence. 
The potential ambiguity in the meaning of the symbol bG is not a 
problem in view of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 [O]. Let H be a subgroup of G and let b be a block of H 
with central character A. If AC is a central character of kG and if there is a 
unique block B of G with bHx H 1 B,, H then AG is the central character 
corresponding to B. 
In other words, the Brauer correspondence and the Alperin-Burry 
correspondence agree on the intersection of their domains of definition. 
However, we will show in Section 7 below that their domains of definition 
are in fact not the same, and neither domain contains the other. In this 
paper the phrase “b’ is defined” will never be used; we will always write 
either “bG is defined in the sense of Brauer” or “b’ is defined in the sense 
of Alperin-Burry.” 
Since a block b of G is an indecomposable module for k[G x G], it is 
natural to ask in which block of G x G it lies. Use the natural isomorphism 
k[G x G] g kG @ kG to identify these two algebras. By an exercise in [CR, 
Sect. 563 the blocks of k[G x G] are of the form b, Ob,, where b, and b, 
are blocks of kG. Write r: kG -+ kG for the anti-automorphism such that 
r(g) = gg’ for all ge G. The map r permutes the blocks and block 
idempotents of kG. The following result will be useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let b be a block of G. Then b lies in the block z(b)Q b of 
k[G x G]. 
Proof: Let e be the central primitive idempotent associated to 6. 
Then the idempotent corresponding to r(b)@ b is r(e) @ e. Since b is an 
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indecomposable (G x G)-module, we only need to see that r(e) 0 e does 
not annihilate h. Via the isomorphism k[G x G] % kG 0 kG we have 
b(z(e)Oe)=~(z(e))he=ehe=h. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. If b is a block of G of defect zero, then b lies in a block 
of G x G of defect zero. 
Proof By the previous lemma, b lies in the block r(b) @ b. If A4 is the 
unique simple projective module lying in the block b then M*, the k-dual 
of M, is the simple projective module in the block z(b). Hence, M* @M is 
a simple projective module lying in the block T(b)@ b. This shows that 
z(b) 0 b is a block of defect zero. i 
3. A MODULE THEORETIC DESCRIPTION OF A CLASSICAL 
ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE OF BLOCKS 
Throughout this section, let G be a finite group with a p-subgroup P 
such that G = PC,(P). Let G = G/P. It is well known that there is a one-to- 
one correspondence b I--+ 6 between the blocks b of G and the blocks b of 
G such that if b has defect group D, then P 9 D and D/P is a defect group 
of 6. When blocks are considered as categories, the correspondence is given 
by inclusion: if 6 is a block of G then all the modules in 6 when considered 
as kG-modules with trivial action of P, are in the same block b of G. The 
following theorem gives a new description of this correspondence in terms 
of the k[G x G]-module structure of 6. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P, G, G, b, and 6 be as above. Let S be the k[G x G]- 
module of (P x P)-fixed points in b, x G. Then 
Proof: Choose a system {ai} of representatives for the cosets of P in G. 
For each i, the set a,P is a transitive P x P-set and the k[P x PI-module 
kCaif’lpx p has a one-dimensional space of P x P-fixed points with basis 
a?P=Ln,px. Since kG PxP=Z:ikCaiPIPxP, this shows that the 
k[G x G]-submodule T of kG consisting of all points fixed by P x P has 
basis {a?P}. As a k[Gx G]-module or a k[GxG]-module, this is 
obviously isomorphic to kc. 
Let {bj} be the set of blocks of G. Then for each j, b,n T is a k[G x G] 
and k[G x G]-submodule of T, and T = cj (bj n T). Since T, x G z kGc x G 
and since kGG x c: = xi (bj)Gx c is the unique decomposition of kG as a 
direct sum of indecomposable k[G x G]-modules, it only remains to show 
that (bin T) is not zero. In this case, (bin T),-, G must be isomorphic to 
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a block of G. Furthermore, this block must be b;. since (bin T)G is 
contained in bj and (bin T)G is contained in (bin T)cXc. 
To show (bj n T) is not zero, let e, be the central idempotent of k[G] 
corresponding to bj. By Osima’s theorem [F, IV 7.21 and by the definition 
of defect group (see [F] ), ej is a linear combination of $-elements in 
C,(P). Since different P-elements in C,(P) cannot be in the same coset of 
P in G, it follows that C xeP e,x is not zero. Clearly, this element lies in 
(bin T)- I 
In case b has defect group P, more can be said. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let P, G, G, b, and 6 as above, and suppose b has defect 
group P. Then the k[G x G]-submodule of b consisting of all (P x P)-fixed 
points is soc(b,,,) and 
is completely 
6pruy:ht::: t s::!ph: to 
reducible, Clifford’s theorem 
shows that soc(b,, o is contained in the set of (P x P)-fixed points in 
. . . 
& Gxc by the previous theorem. Since 6 has 
defect zero, Corollary 2.3 shows hGxG is irreducible. The corollary 
follows. 1 
4. MULTIPLICITIES 
In this section, we will be concerned with the following situation. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. G is a finite group with a p-subgroup D such that 
G = C,(D) D. H is a subgroup of G with D < H. Write i!!= H/D and 
c = G/D. If b is a block of G, 6 is the corresponding block of G. If jl is a 
block of H, fl is the corresponding block of R. 
If /.I is a block of H with defect group D, then it is possible for /I” to be 
defined in Brauer’s sense even if BG is not. For example, a direct calculation 
with central characters shows this is the case when G is a non-abelian 
p-group, H = D = Z(G) and p is the unique block of H. Thus the Brauer 
correspondence does not commute with this one-to-one correspondence of 
blocks. However, in this section we will show that for blocks of H with 
defect group D, the Alperin-Burry correspondence does commute with this 
one-to-one correspondence of blocks. In fact, a stronger result holds. 
Theorem 4.2 below says that if /I is a block of H with defect group D and 
if B is any block of H, then the multiplicity of /? as a summand of BHxn 
does not change when we pass to quotients modulo D. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Assume G and H satisfy Hypothesis 4.1. Let /3 be a block 
of H with defect group D and let B be any block of G. Then 
mult(bHx H, B,,,) = mUlt(B$?,R, Bex,q). 
The proof will proceed through a series of lemmas. The first two lemmas 
show that the theorem holds in the special case where D is abelian. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let H be a finite group with a central p-subgroup D. Let fi 
be a block of H with defect group D. Write fl= H/D and let /? be the corre- 
sponding block of I?. Then /?(n X HJ,6r, is the unique projective indecomposable 
module in a block B of (H x H)/6D having defect group (D x D)jSD. The 
(H x H)lGD-submodule of flcH x HJ,6D consisting of all (D x D)JdD-fixed 
points is equal to soc(/?Cn X H,lriD ) and 
(WB (HxH),6DhxR=BRxR. 
Proof. Since D is central in H, 6D acts trivially on kH, so in particular 
6D acts trivially on /I. Thus /I is a module for k[(H x H)/6D]. Since fl has 
defect group D, /? I(1 SD)H x H. The group 6D is central in H x H, so 
P (H x H)/BD I ( 1 sD,sJH x “)lbD. 
Thus BcHX H),sD is projective. 
Clearly, ((H x H)/dD)/( (D x D)/SD) 2 Z!! x R. Identify these two groups 
via this isomorphism. It is easy to see that (soc(~,)~~~= 
(soc(B (Hx HJ,GD))Rx A so Corollary 3.2 tells us that (soc(JI(,, H),6D))Rx B z 
Bex R and that soc(PcHx H)j6D) is the k[ (H x H)/GD]-submodule of 
(D x D)/6D-fixed points in 8. The block B has defect zero, so by 
Corollary 2.3, fisX R is in a block of Rx A of defect zero. Hence, 
(MB (HxH),6D))RxH . is m a block of W x I;i of defect zero. 
Note that (D x D)/6D is central in (H x H)/6D. Since soc(p~,,, H),6D) is in 
the same block B of (H x H)/6D as ficHX H),6D, it follows from [F, V 4.5 and 
V 4.61 that B has defect group (D x D)/6D and that B contains exactly one 
projective indecomposable module. m 
LEMMA 4.4. In addition to Hypothesis 4.1. assume that D is abelian. Let 
p be a block of H with defect group D and let B be any block of G. Then 
Proof Since D is central in G, 6D acts trivially on kG. Hence we can 
view B as a module for (H x H)/6D. Write B as a direct sum 
B,HX H)/cSD = UI 4 u,, (2) 
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where Ui is the sum of indecomposable modules in the same block of 
(HX HW as &~x H)/6L and U2 is the sum of indecomposable modules in 
other blocks. Let Z’ be an indecomposable direct summand of Ui. By 
Lemma 4.3, V is in a block with defect group (D x D)/6D, so V is 
(D x D)/6D-projective. Hence, V is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
(B ) (D x D)/60 (Hx “)iaD. Using that D is central in G, one checks that the 
action of (D x D)/6D on the set G is free. Therefore kG,,, o),ao is a free 
module, so B,, x D)/aD is projective and hence free. It follows that V must 
be projective. Using Lemma 4.3, one sees that ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Thus U, is a 
direct sum of modules isomorphic to bCHxH),6D. 
Now, let W be the k[(H x H)/6D]-submodule of B,,, H),6D consisting of 
all points left fixed by the action of (D x D)/6D. By Theorem 3.1, 
WnxR z i?nxR. Let W, be the (D x D)/6D-fixed points in U,, and W, 
the (Dx D)/bD-fixed points in U,. Then (2) shows W= W, 4 W,. 
Since BcH x H)/6D is in the same block as ficHxH)/6D, we have mult(flRXR, 
( W,)n, 17) = 0. Lemma 4.3 now shows that mult(fleX 8, ( WI)nx n) = 
mult(/I (H x H)/6D? U,). Thus mult(/IRX A, BsX R) = mult(flRX R, ( W,)n, n) = 
mult(/I (HxH)/6D* B(HxH)/6D )=mu1t(bHxH9 BHxH ) and the proof is com- 
plete. 1 
The next lemma will allow us to extend the theorem to the case where 
D is not abelian. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a group. with a normal p-subgroup D such that 
G = C,(D)D. Let H be a subgroup of G with D d H. 
(i) If U is an indecomposable k[H x HI-module with UI kGH, H, then 
U CH(D)xcH(D)~lD:Z(D)lMf or some indecomposable k[ C,(D) x C,(D)]- 
module M. 
(ii) If U and V are indecomposable direct summands of kGn, H, and 
if uC~(D) x C”(D) z V cH(~)x C,,(D) then Us I/. 
Prooj Let B* be a block of Co(D) covered by B. In [A, Sect. 151 one 
sees that 
B Cc(D)x Cc(D) = 2 B*k 1)~ 
where (x} is a set of coset representatives of Z(D) in D. Let ( B*)ow(n) X oH(p) 
= Ci Ni be a decomposition into indecomposable (C,(D) x C,(D))- 
modules, and set Ui = C, Ni(x, 1). Since Ni E B* c kc,(D), 6D acts 
trivially on N;. Hence, Ui is (H x H)-stable. Thus 
B “xH=t u, (3) 
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is a decomposition as (Hx H)-modules. Since the set {(x, 1)) above forms 
a set of coset representatives for C,(D) x C,(D) in Hx C,(D), Green’s 
Indecomposability Theorem implies that 
is indecomposable. Thus (3) is a decomposition into indecomposable 
(H x H)-modules Ui with 
( ui)C,q(D)x C”(D) g ID’ z(D)l Nl’ 
Part (i) of the lemma follows. Part (ii) of the lemma follows from the 
observation that Ui z indF”& x cH(Dn dH Ni. [ 
Proof (Theorem 4.2). By the second Isomorphism Theorem, Gr 
C,(D)/Z(D). Identify these two groups via the natural isomorphism. Let 
B* be the block of C,(D) with B* = B. The map BH B* is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the blocks of G and the blocks of C,(D). Let V 
be a kG-module in B= B*. Then V, is in B and Vccco, is in B*, so B 
covers B*. Now [A, Lemma 15.33 shows that B* 1 B,,(,,, cc(oJ. It follows 
from Lemma 4.5, applied with H = G, that BcGco, x cc~o~ z ID: Z(D)1 B*. 
Hence, B cH(D)xc,,(mg ID: Z(D)1 (B*~c,,~~,,(D)~ 
Similarly, we identify R and C,(D)/Z(D) and obtain a one-to-one 
correspondence p-/3* between blocks of H and blocks of C,(D) such 
that BCHcD, x cH(D) = I D: Z(D)/ /I*. If fl has defect group D, then b has defect 
group 1, so fl* has defect group Z(D). 
Now, let B be a block of H with defect group D, and let B be any block 
of G. Lemma 4.5 shows that 
=mWlD: -W)l B*, ID: -W)l (B*)CH~D~xC,,~DJ 
= muW*, (B*)cH(D)x cH(D)). 
Since Z(D) is a defect group of fi*, Lemma 4.4 together with the iden- 
tification above shows that muIt@*, (B*)CHcDjx cH(Dj) = mult(8, BnX A). g 
The following corollary to Theorem 4.2 shows that, in the situation of 
Hypothesis 4.1, it is surprisingly easy to identify a given direct summand U 
of kGHx H as a block of kH with defect group D; it is only necessary to 
check whether U has the correct submodule of (D x D)-fixed points. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. Assume Hypothesis 4.1. Let U be an indecomposable 
k[H x HI-module with U 1 kG,, n. Let 5’ be the submodule of (D x D)-fixed 
points in U. If /3 is a block of H with defect group D and Sn x n g /?n x n then 
UE/l. 
Proof Suppose kG,,,r U, Q U, 0 ... @ U,, with each Ui an 
indecomposable k[H x HI-module. For any k[H x HI-module V, let S( V) 
be the submodule of (D x D)-fixed points in V. It is easily checked, as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, that S(kG,, H) z kG,, H. Thus 
kG,.,~S(U,)@S(UZ)@ ... @S(u,). 
If Uig/?, then S(Ui)~l?BHxH by Theorem 3.1. Since mult(/?, kG,, n) = 
mult(d, x H, kG H x H), this accounts for all occurrences of 8, x H in kG, x n. 
Hence, no Ui with Ui 2 p can have S( Ui) g BHx h. 1 
5. THE EXTENDED FIRST MAIN THEOREM 
In the next two sections, we will use the following notation. Let G be a 
finite group with subgroup H and let D be a p-subgroup of H. Write 
N= N,(D), M= No(D), L = C,(D) D, and K= Co(D) D. If T is any 
group having D as a normal subgroup, write T for T/D. By the Extended 
First Main Theorem, we mean the following. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Extended First Main Theorem). (i) The Brauer (or 
Alperin-Burry) correspondence defines a bijection between the set of blocks 
of H with D as a defect group to the set of blocks of N with D as a defect 
group. 
(ii) Each block of N covers a unique N-conjugacy class of blocks of 
L each having D as a defect group. 
(iii) The natural epimorphism z : kL + kZ defines a bijection from the 
set of blocks of L with defect group D onto the set of blocks of L of defect 
zero. 
In this section we will study how the Alperin-Burry correspondence 
“commutes” with the Extended First Main Theorem. 
Let B’ be a block of H with defect group D and write b’ for the unique 
block of N corresponding to B’. Write /3’ for a block of L covered by b’ 
(unique up to N-conjugacy) and write 8’ for the block of 1 of defect zero 
corresponding to 8’. This situation is summarized by the following 
diagram. 
481/147/Z-16 
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The following proposition says that the Alperin-Burry correspondence 
“commutes” with the third stage of the Extended First Main Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. /?lK = j3 is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry if and 
only if 8’” = p is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry. Furthermore, fl is the 
block corresponding to B as in Theorem 5.1. 
ProoJ Reading Theorem 4.2 in this notation we have for any block b 
of K, 
where b is the block of R corresponding to B. It follows that jI is the unique 
block of K with mult(/?‘, fiL x L) # 0 if and only if the corresponding block 
p is the unique block of R satisfying mult(/?‘, ~~~ z) # 0. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. rfmult(j3’, (kK) Lx J = 1 then /YK = /3 is defined in both 
senses and D is a defect group of 8. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.2 we know mult(/?‘, kKLxL) = 1. It follows that 
B ” is defined in the sense of Brauer (see [0] ). In this case the Brauer 
correspondent fR also has defect zero (see [F, 5.1.61). Since fl’K is the 
block corresponding to pR as in Theorem 5.1 (iii), P’K has D as a defect 
group. I 
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The situation for the first stage of the Extended First Main Theorem is 
similar. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. With B’ and b’ as above, and with B any block of G, 
we have 
mult(B’, B HxH) = 1 mult(b’, bNxN), 
bG=B 
where b runs through all blocks b of M with bc = B. (If b is any block of M, 
then bG is defined in both senses.) 
Proof. In this case, the Nx N-module 6’ is the Green correspondent of 
the H x H-module B’. The (N x N)-module b’ has defect group 6D and 
N Hx H(8D) < N x N. So by the BurryyCarlson, Puig theorem (see 
[B, 2.12.3]), for any (H x H)-module U, B’ ]U if and only if b’l UNxN. It 
follows that mult( B’, U) = mult(b’, U,, N) for any (H x H)-module U, in 
particular, this holds for B, x H. Restricting to M x M we have 
kG MxM= 2 kMxM. 
x E CM\GIMI 
(4) 
By a standard argument (see [A, Lemma 13.7, Part 3]), the (Mx M)- 
modules kMxM with X$ M cannot have an indecomposable summand 
with vertex containing 6D. By Mackey’s theorem, it follows that the 
indecomposable summands of (kMxM),,, cannot have a vertex 
containing 6D. 
Since C,(D) < M and since any defect group of any block b of M 
contains D, every block b of M has multiplicity one in kG,, M (see CO]). 
Hence, bG is defined in both senses for any block b of M, and decomposing 
(4) block by block gives 
B MxMg 
( > 
@ b @u, 
bG=B 
where 
Hence 
UI c kM xM. 
XE CM\GIMl,x#M 
where the indecomposable summands of U,, N cannot have a vertex 
containing 6D. Hence, mult(b’, B,, N) = CbG= B mult(b’, b,, ,,,), and the 
proposition follows. 1 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Zfb’M = b is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry then 
BtG = B is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry. Furthermore, (b’)G is 
defined in the sense of AlperiwBurry and (b’)G = B. 
ProoJ Suppose b is the unique block of M such that b’ 1 b,, N. As in the 
proof of the previous proposition, mult(b’, kGN, N) = mult(b’, kM,, ,,,). 
Hence, mult(b’, kGN, N) = mult(b’, b,, N). Since D is contained in a defect 
group of b and C,(D) < M, b has multiplicity one as a summand of 
kG Mx M. Let B be the unique block of G such that b 1 B. Now, since 
mult(b’, kc,, ,,,) = mult(b’, B,, N), we know that B is the unique block of 
G such that b’ 1 B,, N. Now by the Burry-Carlson, Puig theorem, B must 
also be the unique block of G such that B’ 1 B. 1 
The situation for the second stage of the Extended First Main Theorem 
is more complex. In particular the equality of multiplicities analogous to 
Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 4.2 fails, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let K= C, x C2 x Cz with generators CI = (a, 1, l), j?= 
(l,b, l), and y=(l, l,c), where a3=b2=c2=1. Let L=C~XC~X~ and 
D = C3 x 1 x 1. Define 4: K+ K by $(c1) = a2, 4(b) = /I, and +6(y) = By. One 
checks that 4 is an automorphism of K, that d(L) = L, and that 4’ = 1. Let 
M= (~)KK and N= (~)KL. Then Da N, L= C,(D), DAM, and 
K = C,(D). If p = 3 then L has two blocks. Write fib for the principal 
block of L and /I; for the non-principal block. Let b; be the block of N 
corresponding to 8;. We wish to show that mult(b;, kM,, N) = 1 while 
mult(j$ , kK, )( L) = 2. That mult(p;, kK,, J = 2 is clear since kK, x L E 
kL@ kL. We will use the Burry-Carlson, Puig theorem to show that 
mult(b;, kMNxN) = 1. 0 ne checks that the subspace /I; of kL is a 
k[(L x L) GN]-summand of (b;)cLxLjdN, and that (/?;)(LxLj6N has vertex 
6D. Since N,,, Nj( 6D) < (Lx L) SN, this means (/?;)(LX LjSN is the Green 
correspondent of (b;)Nx N. By Burry-Carlson, Puig, mult(b’, , kM, x N) = 
mW@; lcL x L)6(N)y kM(, x L)6(NJ. Using a standard argument with vertices, 
the latter multiplicity is the same as mult((/I’i)(,XLJ6(NJ, kKcLxLj6cNj). We 
have the decomposition, kK,, x Lj6cNj = kL i kLy. Thus we have to show 
that kLy has no (L x L) G(N)-summand isomorphic to /I’, . There is a 
unique decomposition of (kLy), x L, namely 
This is also a decomposition as (Lx L) G(N)-modules. Since Bby z /I’, 
as (L x L)-modules, we are reduced to showing that fi;y g fi; as 
(Lx L) G(N)-modules. To see this, consider the k-subspaces U1 = 
SOC((/?;~)~,,.,) and U,=soc((j?;)(,,.,). Both Ui and U2 are one- 
dimensional subspaces invariant under the action of 6(N). It is easy to 
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write down bases for U, and U2 and then a direct calculation shows that 
U2 affords the trivial representation of 6(N) while U, affords a non-trivial 
representation of 6(N). Since any (L x L) G(N)-isomorphism between the 
modules in question would have to restrict to an isomorphism of the 
k[G(N)]-modules U, and U,, no such isomorphism is possible. 
We remark that it is possible to obtain a somewhat simpler example in 
which the equality of multiplicities result fails. However, this seems to be 
the smallest example for which the “multiplicity one” property is not 
preserved. 
Although the multiplicity result fails, we do obtain the analog of 
Proposition 5.5. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If (p’)K = B is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry, 
then (b’)M = b is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry. Furthermore, (/l’)M 
is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry and (fi’)M = b. 
Proof It suffices to show that there is a unique block b of M such that 
B’IkMLXL. For any block b of M, we can write 
b KxK= 
(i > 
cfii -i- u, 
where pi runs over an M-conjugacy class of blocks of K and U is the direct 
sum of indecomposable summands of double coset modules kK xK with 
x $ K. As in a previous argument (see Proposition 5.2) the vertices of the 
indecomposable summands of (kK xK),, L do not contain a (K x K)- 
conjugate of 6D. Thus, if fl’ 1 b,, L we must have /?‘I (fii)LXL for some i. 
Each block of K is covered by a unique block of M. It follows now that 
if there are two distinct blocks of M having /Y isomorphic to an (Lx L)- 
summand, then there are two distinct blocks of K having p’ isomorphic to 
an (L x L)-summand. 1 
Combining Propositions 5.2, 5.5, and 5.6 we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5.7. If@‘)” is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry, then so 
are (j?‘)K, (b’)“, and (B’)G. 
6. MULTIPLICITIES AND DEFECT GROUPS 
We keep the notation of the previous section. Assume that /?= (8’)” is 
defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry. From Corollary 5.7 we know that 
p = (j?‘)K, b = (b’)“, and B = (B’)’ are all defined in the sense of Alperin- 
Burry. According to CAB], we know that D is a subgroup of a defect group 
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of each of the correspondents 8, 6, and B. Let D(b), D(b), and D(B) be 
defect groups of the blocks B, b, and B, respectively, each containing D. 
In the situation of Corollary 5.3 in which /? has multiplicity one in kK, 
D is a defect group of p. But in general, we can have D(B)& D. For 
example, if K is a non-abelian p-group, L. = D is the center of K and 
/I’ = kL then (p’)“ is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry, but the defect 
group increases from L to K. The following proposition interprets this 
situation, for the case HqG, in terms of multiplicities. If n is an integer, 
write n,, for the p-part of n. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume Hq G and (81)” is defined in the sense of 
Alperin-Burry. Then 
0) ID(B) : DI = muW’, kKLx dp 
(ii) ID(b): DI =mult(p’, k&fi;jLxL)p. 
Proof: Since HaG we have also LaK Using standard results on 
covering (see [A, Sect. 15-J) we know that k@‘R is the sum of all the 
indecomposable (1 x L)-summands of kR, x L lying in blocks conjugate to 
/J’. It follows that 
mult(p, kR,-.r)=mult(~, kR/?RLxL), 
Also from [A, Sect. 151, we have 
- - 
where (x, y) runs over a complete set of coset representatives of 
(Lx L) G(Stab, (8’)) in Rx R If rf is the unique simple module in /? 
then 8’ E O* 0 D as (C x L)-modules, and @‘(X, jj) E I!?*‘Q Dj as (Lx L)- 
modules. Hence f(X, jj) E 8’ if and only if X, jj E Stab,( 0) = Stab,&‘). It 
follows that 
mult(p, kRpR,.,-)= [Stab&?‘): LI. 
Furthermore, since the correspondence /?’ t, p commutes with the action 
of N,(D), we have 
IStab,&?‘): LI = IStab,b’: LI. 
Combining these equalities, we have, 
mult(p, kRLxL) = IStab,P’: LI. 
By a similar argument, we obtain the equality 
mult(/?, kRtxE) = IStab,/3’: Lt. 
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By [A, Theorem 15.11, we know 
ID(B): DI = IStab,B’: LIP 
and 
ID(b): DI = [Stab,,,, /?‘: LIP. 
This s&ices to prove (ii). To obtain (i) we use Theorem 4.2 to conclude 
mult(fl’,kK,.J=mult(/7, kRLxr). 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zf mult(f, ka) = 1, then D is a defect group of 
B = (/?‘)G. 
Proof. From the proposition we conclude that D is a defect group of b. 
In this case, B is the block corresponding to b as in part (i) of the Extended 
First Main Theorem. Hence B also has D as a defect group. B 
7. MULTIPLICITIES AND CHARACTERS 
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with 
R/J(R) g k and with field of fractions, K, a splitting field for every sub- 
group of G. In this section, we will give an expression for the multiplicity 
in Section 4 in terms of irreducible K-characters. As a corollary, we will 
give an example of a block for which the Brauer correspondence is defined 
and the Alperin-Burry correspondence is not. 
First, we will fix some notation and recall some results about this situa- 
tion. If the k [ G x G]-module B, x G is a block of G, we will write BG x G for 
the corresponding R[G x G]-module summand of RG, x G. Let b be a 
block of a subgroup H of G. Since blocks are trivial source modules, 
[B, Corollary 2.6.31 shows that mult(b, B,,,) =mult(& BHxH). If x is a 
character of G, let x* be the character defined by x*(x)=x(x-‘). If x and 
4 are characters of G, let x@ 4 be the character of G x G defined by 
x 0 4(x, y) = x(x) 4(y). If x and 4 are irreducible then x 0 4 is irreducible 
and all irreducible characters of G x G have this form. Whenever x is an 
irreducible K-character there is exactly one block B with x(B) #O. In this 
case we say x is in B. If G has a p-subgroup D with G = C,(D) D and if 
B is a block of G with defect group D, then [F, V. 4.61 shows that there 
is a unique irreducible character x in B with D in its kernel. This character 
is called the canonical character of B. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Assume Hypothesis 4.1. Let b be a block of H with defect 
group D, and let $ be the canonical character in b. Let B be any block of 
G. Suppose 
where (xi} is the set of irreducible characters in B and 8 is a character with 
no irreducible constituents in B. Then 
mult(b, B ,x,,=ce. 
For the proof, we will need two lemmas. The first, due to Green (see 
[G]), gives the character of BG x G. 
LEMMA 7.2 (Green). Let B be a block of G. The character x of BGxG is 
given by 
X=CX*QXi, 
i 
where {xi} is the set of irreducible K-characters in B. 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose H is a subgroup of G, $ is an irreducible character 
of H, and x is any character of G. If (II/, ~n)n = n, then 
(IcI*o+, (X*QXLfxH)HxH=n2. 
Proof Let ll/i be the set of all irreducible characters of H, and suppose 
xH = xi n,$,. Then it is easily checked that 
(X*)HOXH=(X*OX)HxH=Cninj(~*~~j). 
i, i 
Since the characters @,? 0 ej are irreducible, and are distinct for different 
choices of the pair (i, j), the lemma follows. 1. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By Theorem 4.2, it is enough to show that 
mult(6, BHxH ) = xi nf. The block 6 of R has defect zero and eR is the 
unique character in 6. Since G = DC,(D), every irreducible character of G 
which is a constituent of +” has D in its kernel and so is a character of C. 
From this it follows that we only need to prove the theorem in the special 
case in which D = 1. 
If D = 1, then bHxH lies in a block of H x H of defect zero by 
Corollary 2.3. The character 1,9* @I $ is the unique irreducible character in 
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this block and it is afforded by the R[Hx HI-lattice iHxH. Thus, 
mult(b, B HxH) = mult(& B HUH) = (ti* 0 $3 (C~X? 0 Xi)HxH)HxH. BY 
Frobenius reciprocity, (tj, (xJ~)~ = ni, and Lemma 7.3 gives 
This completes the proof. i 
Theorem 7.1 allows us to give a completely character-theoretic descrip- 
tion of when the Alperin-Burry correspondence is defined for blocks of 
defect zero. Such a description has already been given for the Brauer 
correspondence by Blau (see [Bl] ). We will also state Blau’s theorem so 
the two can be easily compared. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let H be a subgroup of G and let b be a block of H of 
defect zero. Suppose $ is the unique irreducible character in b. Then bG is 
defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry if and only ifall the constituents of I)” 
are in the same block. 
THEOREM 7.5 (Blau). Let H be a subgroup of G and let b be a block of 
H of defect zero. Suppose II/ is the unique irreducible character in b. Then bG 
is defined in the sense of Brauer tf and only tf 
where x is the unique irreducible character in a block of G of defect zero, and 
8 is a character of G with (x, 0) = 0 (or possibly 8 = 0). 
Blau has given an example for which l?#O, so the same example shows 
that the Brauer correspondence may be defined when the Alperin-Burry 
correspondence is not. 
It is also possible for the Alperin-Burry correspondence to be defined 
when the Brauer correspondence is not. For example, this happens if G is 
a p-group, H = 1 and b is the unique block of H. 
We will close this section by giving a consequence of Lemmas 7.2 
and 7.3. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let $ be an irreducible 
character in the block b of H. Let B be any block of G. If b I B,, n, then 
there is an irreducible constituent x of IC/G in B. 
Proof: Let (xi} be the set of irreducible characters in B. Since 6 ( BHX H, 
it follows that tj*O$ is a constituent of (Cix,+@l(i),,xH. So, there is an 
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i such that +* @ $ is a constituent of (XT OX;)~~~. By Lemma 7.3, it 
follows that $ is a constituent of (x;)~. By Frobenius reciprocity, xi is a 
constituent of $“. 1 
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